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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
The Electrotechnology industry in Australia, with an annual revenue of $89.47
billion in 2018-19, employs over 352,000 people in a wide range of sectors; mining,
manufacturing, communications, construction, renewables and domestic and
commercial refrigeration and air-conditioning.
New technologies and automated systems are reshaping the Electrotechnology
industry. Smart devices are being implemented in homes, enabling them to
communicate with each other and exchange information through Integrated
Communication Networks (ICN). These technologies, utilising information from the
connectivity of the Internet of Things concept, are changing consumers’ behaviour,
enabling them to monitor and adjust their electricity usage on-demand. Consequently,
the workforce will need to be skilled in digital literacy, cybersecurity, and data analytics
to meaningfully interpret data to improve productivity and customer services.
Automated systems and smart devices are enabled by computer technology and
coding. The increasing implementation of sensors, software, and wireless and
connected communication systems calls for new skills in electronics and computer
systems.
The Australian Government is actively promoting the adoption of clean energy and
renewable technologies with battery storage units increasingly being used to store
energy including their integration into Virtual Power Plants (VPP) networks at the
domestic level.
The phasedown of high Global Warming Potential (GWP) refrigerants such as
hydrofluorocarbons (HFC) in 2018 and the ongoing use of alternative refrigerants with
low GWP will offer opportunities for workers who have the skills and knowledge of best
practise installation methods associated with these new developments.
The IRC recognises that the current Electrical and Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration
qualifications require urgent review and updating to ensure workers are competent
and able to work safely with new technologies. Workforce planning and development
activities undertaken by enterprises are also essential to creating and retaining a viable
and productive workforce.

Larry Moore
Electrotechnology IRC Chair
This IRC Skills Forecast was agreed to by the Electrotechnology IRC on 30 April 2019.
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IRC
SKILLS FORECAST
The Industry Reference Committee (IRC) Skills
Forecasts focus on the prioritisation of the
skill needs of the industry sectors each IRC
has responsibility for. They are developed and
reviewed annually and submitted on behalf of the
IRC to the Australian Industry and Skills Committee
(AISC) for approval.
The document is deliberately brief. It does not
seek to identify every issue within every sector. It
is a snapshot of a continually evolving story that is
intended to alert and inform a wide audience and
enhance the industry’s capacity to act.
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IRCs are required to consult broadly with
stakeholders to ensure a whole-of-industry view
about the opportunities and challenges for the
workforce and the Training Package review work
necessary to meet industry needs. The information
is then used to develop the four-year IRC Proposed
Schedule of Work.
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More information on the National
Schedule can be found at: www.aisc.net.
au/content/national-schedule.

ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
IRC SKILLS FORECAST
This annual IRC Skills Forecast will be submitted by
the Electrotechnology IRC to the AISC for approval.
The IRC Skills Forecast identifies the priority skill
needs of the Electrotechnology industry following
a research and stakeholder consultation process
conducted by Australian Industry Standards (AIS)
on behalf of the IRC.

Once approved by the AISC, the IRC Skills Forecast
informs the development of a four-year rolling
National Schedule for review and development
work within the UEE/UEE11 Electrotechnology
Training Package.
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ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
INDUSTRY REFERENCE
COMMITTEE
The Electrotechnology IRC has been assigned responsibility for the UEE/UEE11 Electrotechnology Training
Package.

More information about the Electrotechnology
IRC and its work can be found here:www.
australianindustrystandards.org.au/committee/
electrotechnology-industry-reference-committee/.
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ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
IRC MEMBERS
Larry Moore (Chair)

Noel Munkman

National Electrical & Communications
Association

Australian Refrigeration Council

Mark Burgess (Deputy Chair)
Electrical Trades Union

Carl Copeland
College of Electrical Training

Graeme Murphy
Institute of Instrumentation Control &
Automation

Kevin O’Shea
Refrigeration Air-conditioning Contractors
Association

Malcolm Richards
Master Electricians Australia

Pat Southwell
Clean Energy Council

Paul Lowe
NSW TAFE

Peter Beveridge
Utilities Engineering Electrical
Automotive Training Council

Sarah Loveday
Loveday Electrical

Trevor Moore
JMD Railtech/Rail Industry Safety &
Standards Board

Maurice Graham
Communications Electrical Plumbing Union

Neil Fraser
Energy Safe Victoria

For more information please contact:
Jason Lazar
Electrotechnology Industry Manager
Australian Industry Standards
M 0417 903 566
E Jason.lazar@australianindustrystandards.org.au
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ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
The Electrotechnology industry includes the
design, maintenance, installation and repair
for all electrical and electronic equipment.
The technology stretches across many sectors
including mining, manufacturing, communications,
construction, renewables, domestic and
commercial refrigeration and air-conditioning.

ENTERPRISES
BY STATE

The Electrical Services industry (a subsector
within Electrotechnology) involves electrical wiring
or fittings in buildings and other construction
projects, and repair and maintenance of
existing electrical equipment and fixtures. The
Electrotechnology industry is an $89.47 billion
revenue industry employing over 352,000 people.

NORTHERN
TERRITORY
690

KEY
STATE

QUEENSLAND
15,380

Number of organisations

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
8,423

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
4,923

NEW SOUTH WALES
24,153

VICTORIA
18,157

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL
TERRITORY
872

TASMANIA

EXPLANATORY NOTES

1,161

Counts of Australian Businesses
Distinct from the Census and Labour Force data, the Counts of Australian Businesses data uses a top down approach where industries are
primarily classified by the single predominant industry class associated with a business’ ABN. A limitation of this approach is that organisations with a presence in several States/Territories will be counted only once. This can lead to enterprise figures appearing low for a given
state/territory, but it’s not that there are no enterprises existing in the state/territory, it’s that the headquarters are located elsewhere. A
further consideration is that organisations in more than one industry will also be only counted in one industry.
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WORKFORCE
AGE

WORKFORCE
SIZE

AT 39.2 YEARS OLD, THE TYPICAL
WORKER IS 1 YEAR, 6
MONTHS YOUNGER THAN
THE NATIONAL AVERAGE.

352,253
2019

THE WORKFORCE IS AGEING AT
0.8 TIMES THE NATIONAL
RATE

SMALL
BUSINESS

1,267
MEDIUM
BUSINESS

EMPLOYMENT
GROWTH TO 2024

7.0%

377,153

GENDER
DISTRIBUTION

BUSINESS
COMPOSITION

72,455

2024

65

LARGE
BUSINESS

83%

17%

INDUSTRY VALUE
YEAR 2018-19
REVENUE

$89.47B

+$37.58B
TO GDP
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KEY ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
STAKEHOLDERS
EMPLOYERS

EMPLOYEE REPRESENTATIVES

ÐÐ ActewAGL
ÐÐ Ausgrid
ÐÐ AusNet Services
ÐÐ ElectraNet
ÐÐ Energy Australia
ÐÐ Essential Energy
ÐÐ Loveday Electrical
ÐÐ Powerlink Qld
ÐÐ TasNetworks
ÐÐ Transend Networks
ÐÐ TransGrid
ÐÐ Western Power

ÐÐ Airconditioning and Refrigeration Equipment

EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVES

ÐÐ Air-conditioning and Mechanical Contractors
Association

ÐÐ Australian Energy Storage Council
ÐÐ Australian Institute of Refrigeration, Airconditioning and Heating

ÐÐ Australian Radio Communication Industry
Association (ARCIA)

ÐÐ Australian Rail Track Corporation
ÐÐ Clean Energy Council
ÐÐ Institute of Instrumentation Control &
Automation

ÐÐ Master Electricians Australia
ÐÐ National Electrical & Communications
Association

ÐÐ National Electrical Switchboard Manufacturers
Association

ÐÐ Refrigeration Air-Conditioning Contractors
Association

Manufacturers Association

ÐÐ Communications Electrical Plumbing Union
ÐÐ Electrical Trades Union
LICENSING / REGULATORY

ÐÐ ACT Planning and Land Authority (ACTPLA)
ÐÐ Australian Refrigeration Council
ÐÐ Clean Energy Regulator
ÐÐ Electrical Regulatory Authorities Council
ÐÐ Energy Safe Victoria
ÐÐ Energy Safety – WA
ÐÐ Electrical Safety Office -QLD
ÐÐ Industry and Investment -NSW
ÐÐ Office of Consumer and Business Services - SA
ÐÐ Office of Fair Trading – NSW
ÐÐ Office of the Technical Regulator - SA
ÐÐ Safe Work Australia
ÐÐ Worksafe -NSW
ÐÐ Worksafe- NT
ÐÐ Worksafe Tasmania
GOVERNMENT

ÐÐ Federal, State/Territory Departments
INDUSTRY ADVISORY

ÐÐ State Industry Training Advisory Bodies (ITABs)
TRAINING ORGANISATIONS

ÐÐ TAFEs, Private RTOs, Enterprise RTOs

AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY STANDARDS
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THE UEE/UEE11
ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
TRAINING PACKAGE
COMPRISES

87

QUALIFICATIONS

75

SKILL SETS

614

UNITS OF COMPETENCY
and associated assessment
requirements and covers
electrotechnology, electrical,
electronics, hazardous
areas, instrumentation, rail
signalling, refrigeration and
air-conditioning, renewable and
sustainable energy.

UEE/UEE11
ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
TRAINING PACKAGE
The UEE/UEE11 Electrotechnology Training Package provides the
only nationally recognised Vocational Education and Training (VET)
qualifications for occupations involved in electronics, electrical,
communications, control systems, instrumentation, lifts, refrigeration
and air conditioning, renewable/sustainable energy, fire and security,
appliances, gaming and rail signalling.
The UEE/UEE11 Electrotechnology Training Package contains the
following qualifications:

CERTIFICATES

ÐÐ Certificate I in ElectroComms Skills
ÐÐ Certificate II in Split Air-conditioning and Heat Pump Systems
ÐÐ Certificate II in Electronic Assembly
ÐÐ Certificate II in Sustainable Energy (Career Start)
ÐÐ Certificate II in Fire Alarms Servicing
ÐÐ Certificate II in Computer Assembly and Repair
ÐÐ Certificate II in Electronics
ÐÐ Certificate II in Remote Area Essential Service
ÐÐ Certificate II in Electrical Wholesaling
ÐÐ Certificate II in Remote Area Power Supply Maintenance
ÐÐ Certificate II in Winding and Assembly
ÐÐ Certificate II in Antennae Equipment
ÐÐ Certificate II in Security Assembly and Set-up
ÐÐ Certificate II in Technical Support
ÐÐ Certificate II in Electrotechnology (Career Start)
ÐÐ Certificate II in Data and Voice Communications
ÐÐ Certificate III in Air-conditioning and Refrigeration
ÐÐ Certificate III in Electrotechnology Electrician
ÐÐ Certificate III in Switchgear and Controlgear
ÐÐ Certificate III in Electronics and Communications
ÐÐ Certificate III in Gaming Electronics

AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY STANDARDS
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ÐÐ Certificate III in Business Equipment
ÐÐ Certificate III in Custom Electronics Installations
ÐÐ Certificate III in Renewable Energy - ELV
ÐÐ Certificate III in Electrical Fitting
ÐÐ Certificate III in Rail - Communications and
Networks

ÐÐ Certificate III in Data and Voice Communications
ÐÐ Certificate III in Electrical Machine Repair
ÐÐ Certificate III in Appliance Service
ÐÐ Certificate III in Fire Protection Control
ÐÐ Certificate III in Instrumentation and Control
ÐÐ Certificate III in Security Equipment
ÐÐ Certificate III in Computer Systems Equipment
ÐÐ Certificate IV in Refrigeration and Air-

ÐÐ Certificate IV in Renewable Energy
ÐÐ Certificate IV in Industrial Electronics and
Control

ÐÐ Certificate IV in Electronics and Communications
ÐÐ Certificate IV in Video and Audio Systems
ÐÐ Certificate IV in Electrical - Photovoltaic Systems
ÐÐ Certificate IV in Electrical - Air-conditioning Split
Systems

ÐÐ Certificate IV in Industrial Automation and
Control

ÐÐ Certificate IV in Rail - Communications and
Network Systems

ÐÐ Certificate IV in Instrumentation and Control
ÐÐ Certificate IV in Electrical - Rail Signalling
ÐÐ Certificate IV in Electrical - Renewable Energy

conditioning Systems

ÐÐ Certificate IV in Air-conditioning and

DIPLOMA - ADVANCED DIPLOMA

ÐÐ Certificate IV in Air-conditioning Systems Energy

ÐÐ Diploma of Air-conditioning and Refrigeration

ÐÐ Certificate IV in Electrical - Fire Protection

ÐÐ Diploma of Engineering Technology -

ÐÐ Certificate IV in Electrical - Instrumentation
ÐÐ Certificate IV in Electrical Equipment and

ÐÐ Diploma of Electrical and Instrumentation
ÐÐ Diploma of Electrical Systems Engineering
ÐÐ Diploma of Electrical Engineering

Refrigeration Servicing

Management and Control
Control Systems

Systems

ÐÐ Certificate IV in Electrotechnology - Systems
Electrician

ÐÐ Certificate IV in Computer Systems
ÐÐ Certificate IV in Energy Management and Control
ÐÐ Certificate IV in Electrotechnology - Electrical
Contracting

ÐÐ Certificate IV in Energy Efficiency and
Assessment

ÐÐ Certificate IV in Installation Inspection and
Audits

ÐÐ Certificate IV in Hazardous areas - Electrical
ÐÐ Certificate IV in Electrical - Data and Voice
Communications

ÐÐ Certificate IV in Electrical - Lift Systems

AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY STANDARDS

Engineering

Refrigeration and Air-conditioning
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ÐÐ Diploma of Industrial Electronics and Control

ÐÐ Advanced Diploma of Engineering - Explosion

ÐÐ Diploma of Renewable Energy Engineering
ÐÐ Diploma of Research and Development
ÐÐ Diploma of Instrumentation and Control

ÐÐ Advanced Diploma of Instrumentation and

Engineering

Engineering

ÐÐ Diploma of Computer Systems Engineering
ÐÐ Diploma of Electrical and Refrigeration and Airconditioning

ÐÐ Diploma of Electronics and Communications
Engineering

ÐÐ Advanced Diploma of Engineering Technology Air-conditioning and Refrigeration

ÐÐ Advanced Diploma of Electrical - Engineering
ÐÐ Advanced Diploma of Air-conditioning and

Protection

Control Engineering

ÐÐ Advanced Diploma of Renewable Energy
Engineering

ÐÐ Advanced Diploma of Computer Systems
Engineering

ÐÐ Advanced Diploma of Engineering Technology Computer Systems

ÐÐ Advanced Diploma of Industrial Electronics and
Control Engineering

ÐÐ Advanced Diploma of Engineering Technology –
Electronics

ÐÐ Advanced Diploma of Electronics and
Communications Engineering

Refrigeration Engineering

ÐÐ Advanced Diploma of Electrical Engineering Coal Mining

ÐÐ Advanced Diploma of Engineering Technology Renewable Energy

ÐÐ Advanced Diploma of Engineering Technology Electrical

ÐÐ Advanced Diploma of Automated Systems
Maintenance Engineering

ÐÐ Advanced Diploma of Electrical Systems
Engineering

ELECTROTECHNOLOGY TRAINING
PACKAGE IS IN THE SCOPE OF
REGISTRATION OF 206 REGISTERED
TRAINING ORGANISATIONS.

AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY STANDARDS
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TRAINING DATA
The charts below shows commencing qualification enrolments by apprentice/trainee status in each
State and Territory along with Unit enrolments by delivery type over four years. At the national level,
qualification enrolments in the UEE11 Training Package have decreased by nearly 11% over the last four
years while Units of Competency enrolments have decreased by 10%.

QUALIFICATION ENROLMENTS BY STATE/TERRITORY

As the chart shows, the strongest enrolment growth was in Queensland, with 32% growth in apprentice/trainees and
15% growth in non-apprentice/trainees. The largest percentage declines were in Tasmania and the Northern Territory with falls of 46% and 49% respectively over the same period.

AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY STANDARDS
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UNIT ENROLMENTS BY DELIVERY TYPE

College/campus based Unit enrolments declined almost 12% since 2014, accounting for 68% of total declines. Over the same period, enrolments in online/remote access Units grew by 85%, offsetting 28% of Unit declines in other areas.

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Training Charts
Total VET Activity (TVA) data is collected by NCVER from all types of training providers and not only those in receipt of Commonwealth or
State funding. TVA data collection commenced in 2014. For Enrolments by Delivery type ‘Other’ includes; Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL),
Credit Transfers and Units where the mode of delivery is mixed.

Exemptions
Where the submission of training data to TVA conflicts with defence or national security legislation or jeopardises the security or safety of
personnel working in defence, border protection, customs or Australian police departments, an exemption from reporting training data is
available.
Organisations that deliver training for vital services to the community (such as emergency, fire, first aid and rescue organisations) may have
received an exemption to submit data to TVA. From 1 January 2016, however, the exemption from reporting applies only in respect of training activity not delivered on a fee for service / commercial basis.

AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY STANDARDS
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CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES
TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES ARE
TRANSFORMING THE INDUSTRY
Industries across the world are experiencing rapid
changes in their daily operations, accelerated
by technological innovation. These changes will
transform the way industries manage, supply, and
regulate their operations. Technological advances
will provide challenges and opportunities to the
Electrotechnology industry, with the merging of
traditional industry sectors and new industry
subsectors.
More and more Australians are using automated
and smart systems such as security systems, smart
lighting, heating and air conditioning, and camera
systems in their homes. Technology has enabled
these systems to communicate with one another
across an Integrated Communications Network
(ICN) that can be monitored and controlled
remotely1 via a cell phone. It is forecasted that the
uptake of smart devices at home will increase to
381 million nationally in Australia by 20222 with
10 million homes equipped with an ICN system to
enable connectivity between systems and devices
in the 2020s.3
These new technologies allow consumers to
conserve energy and automate the use of certain
home appliances.4 From tailored Programmable
Logic Controller (PLC) programming to Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems,
industrial process automation services and devices
are now commonplace. Electric Vehicles (EV) are
also looming large in the Australian market. The
uptake of EVs is forecast to reach 50 per cent of
all car sales by 2030.5 6 With the rising prospects
of EVs, new skills and knowledge about EV
charger installation, charging cables, plug types,
installation standards, EV data acquisition systems
and software, and sensors will be required in the
future.
Based on the internet job postings in Australia,
the Electrotechnology workers, especially those
involved in roles such as electrical supervisor,
industrial electrician, and signal electricians,
require skills in telemetry, an automated process
through which data and measurements are taken
remotely and transmitted to a centralised system
for monitoring.7

AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY STANDARDS

With the predicted increased demand for workers
in the Electrotechnology industry in the next five
years,8 it is essential to upskill the workforce to
embrace these new technologies. New specialist
skills will be sought for these new technologies,
requiring new and revised training strategies.

NEW ELECTRONICS AND
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Electronics and computer technology form the
backbone of automated systems and smart
devices which have already reshaped the
landscape of many industries. Many appliances
and equipment at home are embedded with
electronics which allow them to be controlled
automatically and remotely with the help of
radio frequency (RF) communication systems
and wireless technology.9 The Internet of
Things (IoT), the connected network of digital
devise, appliances, software and sensors, is also
opening up new frontiers. The IoT technology
uses embedded sensors and connected devices
which provide real-time data that can be used for
operational optimisation, remote monitoring of
assets and infrastructure, predictive maintenance,
and energy efficiency.
The IoT relies on computer technology and RF
communication systems such as RoLa Wan, WiFi, Z-Wave, Near Field Communications (NFC),
Bluetooth, etc.10 Such communication systems
are also employed in Autonomous Vehicles (AV),
embedded with sensors that enable them to
communicate with other vehicles (vehicle-tovehicle, V2V) and with infrastructure (Vehicle-toInfrastructure, V2I).
All these technologies are enabled by electronics,
computer, and communication systems which
are continually evolving. The Training Package
needs to reflect skills in the design, operation,
and troubleshooting of these technologies and
systems. The Australian Computer Society has also
emphasised the need for computer science skills
especially in the development and servicing of
technologies that can automatically and remotely
monitor assets.11

ELECTROTECHNOLOGY SKILLS FORECAST - 2019
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INSTALLATION AND
MAINTENANCE OF NEW SYSTEMS
As highly autonomous control systems are being
developed, the industry will face increasing
demands for skilled equipment and service
maintenance workers, who are able to install,
repair and maintain these systems. The ongoing
refinement of process control is pivotal to
improving the industry’s efficiency and safety.
However, this is further complicated by the speed
of technological advances in consumer markets
which impact on the capacity for these devices
and equipment to be repaired. Maintenance
and equipment technicians will need to develop
new skills to keep pace with these evolving
technologies.

SOLAR AND RENEWABLE ENERGY
REQUIRE NEW SKILLS
Australia has one of the highest rates of rooftop
Solar Photovoltaic (PV) and is ranked fifth on the
global Renewable Energy Attractiveness Index.12
Traditional consumers of power are now able to
generate, store and trade their own electricity.13
Storage solutions for renewable electricity capture
continue to diversify, improve in efficiency, and
lower prices.14 This has led to increased growth
and adoption of solar panel and battery arrays
across Australia.15 Rooftop solar installations are
growing strongly16 and the current 1.8 million
residential PV systems is anticipated to double by
the mid-2020s.17 As these technologies develop
further, businesses and Electrotechnology
workers will need to be able to provide new
services to domestic and commercial customers.
With the current rate of solar uptake, there is
a reported shortage of qualified electricians18
with the necessary skills for the installation and
maintenance of solar systems. Consequently, the
related skills in the Electrotechnology industry
need to change accordingly to meet the industry
needs.

SUSTAINABILITY CREATES NEW
OPPORTUNITIES
Globally, there is an increasing trend to reduce
emissions and pollution, as agreed to in the Paris
Climate Agreement. Australia’s commitment to
the agreement aims to reduce emissions to below
2005 levels by 2030.19 In line with this agreement,

CSIRO and Energy Networks Australia have
published a roadmap which seeks to cease the
reliance on Carbon-based fuel for electricity by
2050.20 Renewable technologies and fuel switching
are also advocated to achieve carbon abatement
targets of the Paris Climate Agreement.21
Technologies such as solar photovoltaics (PV)
panels are well suited to minimise electricity
use in commercial and domestic buildings. PVdriven solar cooling and heating systems can
achieve greater energy efficiency than current
air-conditioning systems.22 To fully benefit from
these new technologies, training and upskilling the
workforce remains a challenge and there is need
for new educational programs for the workforce.23
Battery storage units are also being increasingly
used by households to store electricity24 which
provides further opportunities and challenges
for the Electrotechnology industry. Lithium ion
batteries (LIB) are used for energy storage in
homes and electric vehicles (EV). As EVs are
gaining popularity in the Australian market,
these batteries will be used more which poses a
challenge in terms of waste disposal. In 2016, LIB
waste reached an approximate of 3,300 tonnes,
of which only two per cent was shipped offshore
to be recycled and the rest was disposed in
landfills, posing environmental and health risks
to humans.25 LIB waste is projected to grow to
100,000-180,000 tonnes by 2036, and the current
estimated economic loss of unrecycled batteries
to Australian economy is valued at $813 million.26
To mitigate the risks of discarding batteries, the
Victorian Government has introduced an e-waste
ban to landfills to come into effect on 1st July 2019,
which includes any device with a power cord or a
battery.27 Investing in educational programs and
skills in recycling batteries can yield huge economic
potential. The electrotechnology industry is well
positioned to play a significant role in recycling LIB
waste.
The Government also started to phase down the
implementation of hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs)
on 1 January 2018 to reduce HFC emission
by 85 per cent by 2036.28 HFCs are synthetic
greenhouse gases that are primarily used in
refrigeration and air-conditioning equipment.
The phasedown has urged the industry to look
for alternative refrigerants with a low Global
Warming Potential (GWP) such as ammonia or
carbon dioxide,29 known as natural refrigerants.
While these gases may be more ‘ecofriendly’, they
may also be more flammable or more toxic to
humans, and operate at higher pressures. The

AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY STANDARDS
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transition to natural refrigerants will require new
skills and competencies and the current and new
workforce will need retraining and upskilling in the
installation and servicing of these systems.30
Technological advancements and new energy
efficiency targets will shape the industry’s sectors
over the coming years and create an increased
demand for Electrotechnology workers. Being
equipped with the right skills and knowledge
to understand, operate, install and maintain
new systems will prepare the workforce for the
Electrotechnology industry.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES MAKE
INDUSTRY-SPECIFIC CYBER
SECURITY A MUST
The growing pace of new innovations and
technologies is accompanied with increasing
exposure to cyber security threats. Cyberattacks
are a common risk to many industries including
the Electrotechnology sector. According to a
research report, 95 per cent of Chief Information
Officers believe that cyberattacks will increase and
impact organisations in the next three years.31
Australia has also been identified as the nation
most under cyberattack threats in the Asia-Pacific
region with 80 per cent of companies reporting a
total of 5,000 threats a day,32 incurring a cost of
$29 billion per annum to Australian businesses.33
Over two thirds (69 per cent) of Australian
businesses report experiencing cyber fatigue
against cyber threats34.
Awareness of the nature of cyber security threats
and skills to detect, report and resolve the issues
remain a challenge. Under the Notifiable Data
Breaches (NDB) scheme, established in early
2018, organisations that suffer a data breach
causing serious harm to individuals are required
to alert the Office of the Australian Information
Commissioner (OAIC). They must also inform the
affected customers/clients whose confidential data
is breached.35 This, in turn, could entail financial
and/or reputational loss if a breach occurs due to
lack of proper cyber security skills and procedures.
About 66 per cent of Australian CEOs regard cyber
security capabilities among the top three most
important workforce capabilities to foster.36 This
was supported at the AIS national Industry Skills
Forums where the vast majority of participants
confirmed cyber security to be a highly significant
issue to their organisations.
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The unique nature of the Electrotechnology
industry and technologies such as automated
systems, interconnected devices, digital sensors,
etc., can expose the industry to growing cyber
security risks. The Finkel Review into the future
security of the National Electricity Market
recommended an annual report about the cyber
security preparedness and capabilities of the
energy sector. In response, the Australian Energy
Sector Cyber Security Framework (AESCSF) has
been developed to consistently assess and provide
insights into the cyber security maturity of the
energy sector and a foundation for industry
assessment.37
Disruptions caused by cyberattacks or
compromised systems can have severe
repercussions including damage to infrastructure.
In the light of such serious safety risks, it is
imperative to have a tailored cyber security
training program not only to inform the
workforce of the nature and examples of the
Electrotechnology industry cyberattacks, but
also give them the skills and competencies to
be able to resolve them. Businesses need to
continue to raise awareness about the issue, have
proper procedures in place and deploy the right
technologies to help identify, block or remediate
any malicious attacks. Investing in skills and
capabilities through educational programs is key to
understanding cybersecurity and being protected
from cyber threats.

DIGITAL LITERACY IS ESSENTIAL
Digital transformation has completely revamped
every aspect of life and the workforce. New
technologies and devices are widely used in the
workplace, creating digitally-enabled environments
that affect numerous occupations. Digital literacy
and Information Communication Technology
(ICT) skills are required to respond and adapt
to the fast pace of implementation of these
technologies. Digital literacy is defined as having
practical skills in using technology to access,
manage, manipulate, and create information as
well as the skills to critically analyse, interpret
and apply the information to relevant situations.
Digital literacy also encompasses more technical
skills in programming and coding, data analysis,
technology design, system analysis, and presenting
and managing content on the web to develop
applications and manage networks.38 39
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Advancements in Artificial Intelligence, computer
technology, automation, the Internet of Things,
cloud computing, big data, customer-service
platforms and social media are generating a
massive volume of data and information, offering
a range of benefits such as improved customer
service and operational efficiency. In line with the
Australian Government’s National Innovation and
Science Agenda, training and upskilling in digital
literacy can drive economic prosperity.40 Education
and training in this area can ensure the industry
takes advantage of new opportunities and keep
pace with emerging technologies.
Digital technologies can offer a potential $1.3
billion of benefit per year for the electrical
power sector alone.41 This will require a digitally
competent workforce with a range of skills, from
basic ICT skills to specialist skills and capabilities
is required to manipulate and interpret data in a
meaningful manner and deploy technologies more
effectively.
Data is the driver of improved customer service
which is offered through digital platforms. Data
specialists can provide organisations with insights
into consumer behaviour. Organisations can use
the data and insights that have been sourced from

digital services and platforms in order to tailor
consumer relationship processes. Programming
skills will be pivotal for the design, construction
and delivery of educational materials via digital
platforms that enable interaction with consumers.
Consumers are also increasingly demanding
digitalised services, allowing them to directly
communicate with service providers via smart
devices and social media channels. The design and
build of these digitalised service systems and their
usability for consumers will be critical in order to
attract and retain consumers.42 System thinking
mindset is also required for the installation and
maintenance of technology.
In a recent survey, employers prioritised digital
technology training development for managers
(33%) followed by technicians/trades workers and
professionals at 18 and 16 per cent respectively.43
Digital skills have been ranked as the second
highest-priority skills needs with 64 per cent of
IRCs listing them in their 2018 skills forecasts.44
Participants at the AIS Industry Skills Forums
across the country also emphasised digital literacy
as a highly significant skill in demand.
Australia is very well positioned to be a leader in
the digital economy. This will be enhanced through
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continued planning and investment in educational
programs to train and upskill the existing and
future workforce in digital literacy.

CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR IS
CHANGING THE INDUSTRY
Consumer behaviour is rapidly changing the
industry. Customers have increasing options
to control systems such as electrical metering,
billing, payments, and pricing. Technology has
given them an unprecedented level of control as
to how and when to use electricity. The advent
of digital platforms and channels have facilitated
connecting to and swapping between energy
services and products.45 Given the role of data
analysis in these systems, digital literacy is one of
the most significant areas in which the new and
existing workforce will require training.46 Industry
experts and participants at the AIS Industry Skills
Forums across the country also emphasized the
need for digital skills for their workforce. This will
ensure that the industry can take advantage of
new opportunities and keep pace with emerging
technologies.
Homes and businesses are now using new
integrated technologies to control and reduce the
ongoing costs of energy consumption through the
development of more efficient systems. Consumer
behaviour, driven by new technological change,
further increases competition within the market.
As companies compete for more efficient and
user-friendly devices and management systems,
competition and consumer demand will drive
the adoption across the industry. The Internet
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of Things (IoT), for example, is seeing consumers
able to use their smart phones to control and
integrate their IT systems, security and intercoms,
home functions/operation, and electrical services
from one central system. These new innovations
will open new skill needs and demand for
Electrotechnology workers.

SILICOSIS AND WHS CONCERNS
Hazard awareness constitutes an important part
of the Electrotechnology industry. Installation,
maintenance, and repair of electrical wiring,
equipment, and fixtures can involve tasks which
generate dusts which may have a harmful effect
when inhaled. Activities that might put electricians
at risk of such hazardous exposures include
drilling and riveting when assembling parts, and
installing or examining electrical fixtures and
appliances such as fuse boxes, generators and
electrical control systems. When drilling and
riveting into materials such as concrete, a fine dust
is produced which contains a chemical compound
called silica.47 When inhaled, silica can cause a
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dangerous dust lung disease called silicosis48 or
even lung cancer. In Australia, 230 cases of lung
cancer occur each year due to silica49 which can be
prevented with appropriate workplace health and
safety measures. Safe Work Australia is currently
evaluating the 'Workplace Exposure Standards for
Airborne Contaminants' to ensure they are based
on the highest quality evidence and supported
by a rigorous scientific approach.50 The industry
has made commendable efforts through training
workshops to raise awareness regarding silica
hazards.51 A parliamentary report on dust diseases
in Australia recommends that the industry review
safety standards and consider regulatory changes
necessary to protect workers.52

THE IRC RECOGNISES THAT THE CURRENT
ELECTRICIAN AND AIR-CONDITIONING
AND REFRIGERATION QUALIFICATIONS
NEED REVIEWING AND UPDATING, TO
ENSURE WORKERS ARE COMPETENT
AND ABLE TO WORK SAFELY WITH NEW
TECHNOLOGIES.
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EMPLOYMENT AND
SKILLS OUTLOOK
EMPLOYMENT DEMOGRAPHICS

The following charts provide an overview of the Electrotechnology workforce at a glance. These include
workforce by State/Territory, gender-composition by employment type, and the projected employment
for the next five years.

ELECTROTECHNOLOGY WORKFORCE BY STATE/TERRITORY (2009 – 2018)

Employment growth in the Electrotechnology industry has been largely constrained to
NSW and VIC for the last decade, accounting for 94% of nationwide growth. Every
other State/Territory has seen moderate
growth at best and flat-lining or slight
declines at worst.
Source: Australian Bureau Statistics (2017)
6291.0.55.003 - Labour Force, Australia, Detailed.
Australian Government.

GENDER BY EMPLOYMENT TYPE
While the number of females in the Electrotechnology industry has increased from
approximately 47,000 in 1988 to 57,000
in 2018, the proportion of females is lower
now than it was 30 years ago. This is due
to males experiencing nearly three times
the annual growth rate of females in this
period.
Source: Australian Bureau Statistics (2017)
6291.0.55.003 - Labour Force, Australia, Detailed.
Australian Government.
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PROJECTED AND HISTORICAL ELECTROTECHNOLOGY WORKFORCE (2009 – 2024)
The Electrical Services workforce is
expected to grow by 8.8 per cent over
the next five years. Recent declines in
the Telecommunications workforce are
expected to reverse slightly (1 per cent)
while the remaining industries can expect a
growth rate of 3.2 per cent. The remaining
industries include; Air Conditioning and
Heating Services, Computer and Electronic
Equipment Repair, Domestic Appliance
Repair and Maintenance, Elevator
Installation and Maintenance, Fire and
Security Alarm Installation Services.
Source: IBISWorld Reports.

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Labour Force Data
Outside of Census years, the size of an industry’s workforce is established by the Australian Bureau of Statistics using the Labour Force
survey. This dataset provides a 30-year view of the industry where, like the Census, industry is assigned at the discretion of the individual
respondent. Given that the survey is sample-based, it should also be understood that the smaller the industry being measured, the larger the
margin of error.
The scope of the Labour Force survey is limited to the civilian population of Australia and therefore members of permanent defence forces
are excluded from the survey.

IBISWorld Data
IBISWorld data is comprised of a variety of economic, demographic, government and company data, including the Australian Bureau of
Statistics.
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ELECTROTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY SKILL
SHORTAGES
On behalf of the Electrotechnology IRC, AIS conducted an online survey for stakeholders, between 11
September 2018 and 14 January 2019. The IRC sought feedback on the current skill shortages and the
reasons for the shortages, as perceived by industry stakeholders.

ELECTROTECHNOLOGY SKILL AND LABOUR SHORTAGES
76.9 per cent of respondents reported experiencing a skills shortage in the last 12
months. The occupations reported as being in shortage were:

1
2
3
4
5

EDUCATORS, TRAINERS AND ASSESSORS
ELECTRICIANS
REFRIGERATION / AIR CONDITIONING TECHNICIANS
ENGINEERS (VARIOUS)
APPLIANCE REPAIR

REASONS FOR SHORTAGE
Employers identified the following reasons for the shortage with the most frequent
response listed first.

1
2
3
4
5

AGEING WORKFORCE / CURRENT STAFF RETIRING
COST/TIME TO ACHIEVE THE REQUIRED QUALIFICATION
COMPETITION FROM OTHER ORGANISATIONS
WAGES/SALARIES CONSIDERED TOO LOW
GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION OF THE VACANCY
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PRIORITY SKILLS
The priority skills of the Electrotechnology industry are drawn from stakeholder responses to the
Electrotechnology IRC Skills Forecast survey conducted between 11 September 2018 and 14 January 2019.

SKILL CATEGORY
In order of priority to the industry, the following
skills were identified from the survey as the most
important for the Electrotechnology workforce
within the next three to five years.

1
2
3
4
5

HEALTH/SAFETY
MAINTENANCE/SERVICING
ELECTRICAL
TESTING/DIAGNOSTICS
SECURITY

GENERIC SKILLS
The Generic Skills listed are provided to AIS by
the Department of Education and Training. Within
the survey, the IRC asks stakeholders to rank
these skills in order of importance to the industry.
Ranking of the 12 generic workforce skills in order
of importance to the Electrotechnology industry
are as follows.

1
2
3
4
5
6

TECHNOLOGY
SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING,
MATHEMATICS (STEM)
DESIGN MINDSET / THINKING
CRITICALLY / SYSTEM THINKING /
SOLVING PROBLEMS
LEARNING AGILITY / INFORMATION
LITERACY / INTELLECTUAL AUTONOMY
AND SELF-MANAGEMENT
LANGUAGE, LITERACY AND NUMERACY
(LLN)
COMMUNICATION / VIRTUAL
COLLABORATION / SOCIAL
INTELLIGENCE

7 MANAGERIAL / LEADERSHIP
8 CUSTOMER SERVICE / MARKETING
9 ENVIRONMENTAL AND SUSTAINABILITY
10 DATA ANALYSIS
11 FINANCIAL
12 ENTREPRENEURIAL
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WORKFORCE SUPPLY SIDE CHALLENGES
AND OPPORTUNITIES
AGEING WORKFORCE
While the average age of workers in the
Electrotechnology industry is 39, 24 per cent of the
workforce is aged over 50.53 The ageing workforce
presents a considerable challenge to the industry.
The loss of key skills and industry knowledge
created by retiring workers will put strain on
the workforce and further increase competition
with other industries for employees. The loss
of experience and corporate knowledge will
further strain the workforce. Mentoring and other
knowledge-sharing initiatives could be utilised
in training to maintain corporate and industry
knowledge.
With the major disruptions and changes in the
use of technology, it is necessary to ensure that
workers have the right skills. Upskilling the existing
workforce will be necessary for workers to interact
and work safely with new technologies. Companies
will be faced with greater demand to upskill
existing workers or recruit appropriately qualified
people to undertake new and emerging roles.

SKILLED WORKERS AND
APPRENTICESHIP RATE REMAIN A
CHALLENGE
Attracting new skilled workers to the various
sectors of the Electrotechnology industry has
remained a challenge. The issue is further
compounded by the difficulty of recruiting
females whose participation rate has been
declining.54 There is also a strong demand from
businesses for apprentices to be more job ready
upon the completion of their training. Although
the Electrotechnology industry has fared better
compared to other industries in terms of
apprenticeship and trainee completion rate (54.7
per cent),55 still the completion rate has been
declining over the past four years.56
The Electrotechnology industry encounters
significant challenges in recruiting and retaining
skilled workforce. In response, the industry has
rolled out a new apprenticeship training model
to improve the enrolment and completion rates
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for electrical apprentices and trainees through
a more rigorous screening process and aptitude
and job readiness assessments to ensure higher
chances of completion.57 The industry has made
considerable efforts to implement human
resource initiatives, including effective recruitment
and retention programs.58 Ongoing professional
development and mentoring will also be required
to assist in increasing completion and retention
rates.

FEMALE PARTICIPATION
ENCOURAGED
The participation of females in the
Electrotechnology industry has been
gradually decreasing over the past 30 years,
from approximately 21 per cent in 1984 to
approximately 17 per cent in 2018.59 Diverse
workplaces are attributed to having improved
financial performance, productivity, corporate
knowledge, and lower staff turnover costs. It
is a priority to have cultural and behavioural
change programs such as respectful relationships
education as well as incentives that can attract
more mature age female apprentices to enter
the trade.60 Encouraging a diverse workplace
and increasing the cohort of women in the
Electrotechnology industry would be beneficial to
keep up with demand for skilled workers. This will
help ensure the sustainable and economic viability
of the industry for the future.

SOFT SKILLS ARE INTEGRAL FOR
THE FUTURE
Today’s workplace has fundamentally changed
over the past decade and will continue to
be transformed due to the advent of new
technologies. In addition to technical and digital
skills, soft skills will be equally important. Nontechnical skills such as teamwork, problem-solving,
and creativity are integral to the successful
adoption and implementation of disruptive
technologies.61 Creativity and problem-solving skills
will help individuals to explore new technologies
and deploy them effectively in the workplace. The
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World Economic Forum has also indicated that
these skills, as well as critical thinking, leadership,
and emotional intelligence will be in demand
in the next four years.62 Industry experts and
participants at the AIS nationwide Industry Skills
Forums also emphasized the significance of soft
skills as well as lifelong learning in order to have a
workforce prepared for the future. Having an agile
and resilient workforce, which is ready to adapt to
changes, is essential.

LANGUAGE, LITERACY AND
NUMERACY SKILLS NEED
IMPROVEMENT
Adult literacy and numeracy skills are integral to
economic and social participation and they are
closely associated with an increased likelihood
of employment.63 A recent report released by
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) indicates that three million
Australians from the working age population, i.e.
one in five, have low literacy and/or numeracy
skills which can bear negatively on the social
and economic development of the Australian
society.64 The IRC has expressed its concern and
anecdotal evidence that the language, literacy, and
numeracy (LLN) capabilities of new apprentices
entering with school certification are at times
below the recommended standards to complete
Electrotechnology qualifications satisfactorily. The
OECD report recommends pre-apprenticeship
initiatives to address the issue, ensuring that
entrants into Electrotechnology apprenticeships
have the essential pre-requisite skills. Prevocational training, including in-school programs,
are beneficial in addressing this issue.

HIGHER-LEVEL SKILLS AND
TRAINING ARE REQUIRED
To maintain relevance and a competitive edge
in the industry, workers should be aware of new
technologies and the requirements of up-skilling.
Data from the National Centre for Vocational
Education Research VET enrolment database
reveals that of the total completions in 2017 of
Electrotechnology trade qualifications (Certificate
III) and ‘post-trade’ qualifications (Certificate IV
and above), only about 15 per cent of completion
activity was in ‘post-trade’ qualifications.65

The reduction of post-trade training has the
potential to further widen the ‘skills gap’ between
highly technical systems and the trade technicians’
ability to keep those systems operating. This
is further affecting the industry’s knowledgebase. Ensuring the Electrotechnology workforce,
including highly specialised workers, is sufficiently
skilled will be a significant challenge in the next few
years. Promotion and uptake of post-trade training
is necessary to ensure the sustainable longevity
of an ever-increasingly technical and specialised
industry.

APPRENTICESHIPS
There is a strong demand from businesses
for apprentices to be more job ready at the
completion of their apprenticeship. This requires
increased emphasis on pre-apprenticeships,
including preparatory training and education
focused on language, literacy and numeracy.
Current training for the design of renewable
energy systems requires improvement. Areas
of training that are not presently sufficiently
covered include: assessing the impact to the
network connection point of the system, network
protection requirements, building structural
requirements, interpreting commercial electricity
usage, and power factor impacts.
The capacity for Registered Training Organisations
(RTOs) to deliver training on central plant airconditioning and other sophisticated technologies
is further impacted by challenges identifying
trainers and assessors who are qualified to
deliver the training in these new and emerging
technologies. This includes the need for industryrelevant workshop environments to better train
and prepare apprentices in new technologies
within the industry.
With the rapid advancements in technology, the
Electrotechnology industry has reported that
the current qualifications UEE30811 Certificate
III in Electrotechnology Electrician and UEE3211
Certificate III in Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration
are falling behind industry advancements. This
is of significant concern to the industry and may
have a negative impact on workers ability to adapt
to technological advancements.
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STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION

Coding and electronics

An extensive consultation process has been
undertaken in the development of the Skills
Forecast and Proposed Schedule of Work.

All emerging technologies, such as automation,
audio-visual and security for example, are
underpinned by coding. Coding is also required in
the renewables sector to set-up energy efficiency
monitoring.

Among many issues and sensitivities raised
throughout the consultation process, the top three
key themes that emerged were:
Regulatory compliance
The different state regulator requirements are
becoming a barrier to learners, training and
industry; as workers cannot freely move across the
country or into other roles in the energy sector.
This is impacting on workers flexibility to fill skills
shortage gaps.

Attracting apprentices/females
There was significant discussion about attracting
apprentices with the required STEM/Foundation
skills to complete a trade. Discussion also included
attracting candidates with the requisite skills.
Attracting more females to the sector is also a
need.

Stakeholders involved in the consultation process;

14
IRC Members (see listed earlier
in the Skills Forecast)
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851

AIS UEE Electrotechnology
Training Package subscribers

8
State Training Authorities
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AIS industry Skills Forum, Electrotechnology Industry breakout sessions were attended by representatives/s from
the following organisations;

ÐÐ Avery Air conditioning
ÐÐ Box Hill Institute
ÐÐ Brisbane Catholic Education
ÐÐ Catholic Education Diocese of Bathurst
ÐÐ Cengage Australia
ÐÐ Charles Darwin University
ÐÐ Chisholm Institute
ÐÐ Combined Skills Training Association in Western
Australia

ÐÐ Department of Training and Workforce
Development

ÐÐ Digital Conceptual Consulting
ÐÐ Electro Group Training (EGT)
ÐÐ Electronics-Comms Industry Advisory Group
(WA)

ÐÐ Energy Safe Victoria
ÐÐ Energy Space
ÐÐ E-Oz Energy Skills Australia
ÐÐ Infinispark Pty Ltd
ÐÐ Melbourne Polytechnic

ÐÐ National Centre for Vocational Education and
Research (NCVER)

ÐÐ North Metropolitan TAFE
ÐÐ NSW Education Standards Authority (NESA)
ÐÐ Project Management Vision
ÐÐ Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (RMIT)
ÐÐ Solar Training Centre
ÐÐ South Metropolitan TAFE
ÐÐ TAFE SA
ÐÐ TAFE Digital
ÐÐ TasTAFE
ÐÐ The Gordon
ÐÐ TechRentals
ÐÐ Trades Norwest Anglican Senior College
ÐÐ University of Tasmania
ÐÐ Utilities, Engineering, Electrical and Automotive
(UEEA) Training Council

ÐÐ Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority
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2018 INDUSTRY SKILLS
FORUMS
Each forum consisted of two
Panel discussions, facilitated by
Kerry O’Brien. The panels were
made up of Industry Leaders
and focused on the current
challenges facing our industries.
Panel One discussed “Industry
Leadership - new thinking
about jobs and careers”. This
was followed by Panel Two
discussing “Future Skilling
our people in an age of digital
transformation”.
Following the panel sessions,
attendees participated in
industry-specific breakout
sessions, facilitated by AIS
Industry Managers. This
provided participants with the
opportunity to talk about the
issues affecting their industry.
The discussions kicked off
with looking at the impact of
new technologies and then
focused on the barriers and
opportunities to recruiting
skilled employees and the
emerging skill needs for each
industry.

AIS facilitated a series of
Industry Skills Forums across
the country between September
and November 2018. Respected
journalist and author Kerry
O’Brien moderated the events
across all States and Territories
that attracted over 1100 people,
with an additional audience
watching the Melbourne event
that was live streamed online.
Attendees represented
small, medium and large
businesses (both employers
and employees), education
providers (from high school,
the Vocational Education and
Training sector and University),
unions, State/Territory and
Federal Department officials and
peak bodies.
The Industry Skills Forums were
set up as the central platform
in AIS’ intelligence gathering
activity for 2018 allowing AIS to
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identify industry skills needs,
now and into the future.
The purpose of the forums was
twofold:
To provide participants with
the opportunity to directly
shape the skills and workforce
priorities across a broad range
of Australia’s industries; and
To provide AIS with the
opportunity to capture data and
intelligence for the 2019 Skills
Forecasts.
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INDUSTRY
LEADERS’
DINNERS
Industry leaders across AIS’ 11
industries met to discuss the
high-level workforce and skills
issues at a series of Industry
Leaders’ Dinners hosted by AIS
on the evening preceding each
2018 Industry Skills Forum.
Attendees from around the
country included leaders from
Industry, Government, the
education sector, and relevant
unions. AIS was delighted
that the Minister for Jobs and
Industrial Relations and Minister
for Women, the Hon Kelly
O’Dwyer was able to attend the
Melbourne dinner.
The dinner meeting discussions
were facilitated by Kerry
O’Brien and the clear message
from attendees was that
they provided an excellent
opportunity to bring together
multiple industries to
discuss common workforce
development challenges and
opportunities.
Many attendees from both
the Industry Skills Forums and
the Industry Leaders’ Dinners

commented on the opportunity
that the events provided to
engage with industry directly on
workforce issues. Kerry O’Brien
summarised the sentiment very
well when wrapping up the final
forum in Adelaide, noting that at
every forum around the country,
significant issues and ideas were
raised about the pathway that
we need to take as a nation. He
noted that it is critical that these
issues have been discussed at
this level with the key players
and the challenge for AIS now is
twofold. The first is to formulate
policy advice to take back to
government. The second is to
continue the conversation.
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PROPOSED SCHEDULE
OF WORK

KEY DRIVERS
2019-20

REFRIGERATION AND AIR-CONDITIONING
The Refrigeration and Air-conditioning industry have indicated that there is a significant skills and
knowledge gap that needs to be addressed for technicians that undertake the routine servicing and
maintenance of air-handling plant and systems dedicated to or arranged for dual duty to control the
spread of fire and smoke in buildings. It is considered a high priority area of skills development due to
significant safety implications of unqualified individuals performing the task as part of other refrigeration
and air-conditioning technical tasks. The key driver for the skills gap is rapidly changing technology and
industry standards and practices.

2020-21
ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTERS
The Electronics and Computers qualifications contain outdated industry skills, and include content based
on old or obsolete technologies which do not meet current industry requirements and work practices.
It is essential that these qualifications include competency standards that cover current work practices,
equipment and technologies being used and applied to ensure the qualifications are relevant to industry
and address emerging industry technologies.
Industry technologies affected by this review include, Low Power Communication Systems (e.g. LoRa
Wan), the design, operation, troubleshooting and deployment of industry technologies, mesh network
deployments, and integrating RF communication systems for remote monitoring, sensing and operation.
The IRC has agreed that this work is to be undertaken as a priority in 2020-21. At this stage, the proposed
projects are identified within the skills forecast to provide industry stakeholders with visibility that it has
been considered as a skills development priority. In addition, by deferring this work until 2020-21, it will
allow the IRC to conduct appropriate and detailed industry consultation, and identify the specific areas of
future skills development.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Industry and the IRC have indicated this qualification does not meet the needs of industry due to the lack
of knowledge of emerging technologies. It is essential that work being carried out on the qualification
includes competency standards that cover current work practices, equipment and technologies.
Electronics and computer technology form the backbone of automated systems and smart devices which
have already reshaped the landscape of many industries. Many appliances and equipment at home are
embedded with electronics which allow them to be controlled automatically and remotely with the help of
radio frequency (RF) communication systems and wireless technology.
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Emerging Industry 4.0 technologies include Internet of Things (IoT) sensors, advanced microcontroller
systems, embedded computer systems and Remote Pilot Aircraft Systems (RPAS). In addition, this
proposed project will ensure that Electronics and Computers qualifications include the required industry
skills and knowledge, and that any changes made to the qualifications do not have an adverse effect on
training delivery and needs of the industry.
The IRC has agreed that this work is to be undertaken as a priority in 2020-21. At this stage, the proposed
projects are identified within the skills forecast to provide industry stakeholders with visibility that it has
been considered as a skills development priority. In addition, by deferring this work until 2020-21, it will
allow the IRC to conduct appropriate and detailed industry consultation and identify the specific areas of
future skills development.

PROPOSED RESPONSES
REFRIGERATION AND AIR-CONDITIONING– REVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT
The Electrotechnology IRC have proposed to develop one new unit of competency for the Certificate III
in Refrigeration and Air Conditioning qualification and a new Skill Set. The proposed unit will cover the
air handling requirements for Fire and Smoke Control systems and include the servicing and inspection
requirements under Australian Standard AS 1851-2012: Routine service of fire protection systems and
equipment. The project will also ensure that the Electrotechnology Training Package reflects current
industry licencing requirements for this industry sector.

ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTERS - REVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT
The Electrotechnology IRC have proposed a project to review four qualifications and the associated Units
of Competency. This project will have broad cross-sectoral implications for other industries that rely on
advanced electrotechnology skills and knowledge within their qualifications.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ENGINEERING – REVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT
The Electrotechnology IRC have proposed a project to review one qualification and the associated Units
of Competency. The outcomes of this project will enable enterprises in the electrical industry to have
a workforce that is able to deliver high technology products and services using the latest technology.
This project will have broad cross-sectoral implications for other industries that rely on advanced
electrotechnology skills and knowledge within their qualifications.

PROPOSED SCHEDULE OF WORK
2019-20
REFRIGERATION AND AIR-CONDITIONING – REVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT
The UEE11 Electrotechnology Training Package is finalising transition to the Standards for Training
Packages 2012. Through this process, subject matter experts and industry stakeholder feedback indicated
that changes to industry technologies required development of one new Unit of Competency, and one
new Skill Set due to changed industry technologies and refrigeration and air-conditioning industry
standards and practices.
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2020-21
ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION – REVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT
The UEE11 Electrotechnology Training Package is finalising transition to the Standards for Training
Packages 2012. Through this process, subject matter experts and industry stakeholder feedback indicated
that the Electronics and Communications Certificates II, III, IV and Diploma qualifications contained
outdated technology learning requirements no longer used by industry. These qualifications are now
required to be updated to reflect current industry technologies and work practices.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ENGINEERING – REVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT
The UEE11 Electrotechnology Training Package is finalising transition to the Standards for Training
Packages 2012. Through this process, subject matter experts and industry stakeholder feedback
indicated that the Advanced Diploma of Computer Systems Engineering qualification contained outdated
technology learning requirements no longer used by industry. This qualification is now required to be
updated to reflect current industry technologies and work practices.

2021-23
There are no UEE Electrotechnology Training Package products currently identified for review or
development during this forecast period.
Where imported Units of Competency are identified as either deleted or superseded, the IRC may elect to
revise the affected qualification(s) through the IRC minor upgrade process.

2019-20 PROJECT DETAILS
REFRIGERATION AND AIR-CONDITIONING
DESCRIPTION
This project will develop one new Unit of Competency and one new Skill Set for technicians that addresses
the air handling requirements for fire and smoke control, including maintenance of essential services,
relevant standards and regulations, Fire dampers, testing and commissioning, and certification.

RATIONALE
This project will ensure that technicians licensed under the Refrigeration and Air Conditioning (RAC)
scheme are capable of undertaking air handling procedures for fire and smoke control systems within
Australian industry through a nationally endorsed Unit of Competency and Skill Set. There is a need for
technicians licensed under the Refrigeration Air Conditioning Contract (RAC) scheme to gain greater
competency to safely and correctly carry out this work.
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MINISTERS’ PRIORITIES ADDRESSED

ÐÐ The project does not propose removal of obsolete and superfluous qualifications from the National
Register

ÐÐ The project will ensure that information is made available about Electrotechnology training delivery to
training providers through Training Package Companion Volumes

ÐÐ The project may support individuals moving from acquired skills and knowledge from one state or
territory to another

ÐÐ The project does not propose creation of Units of Competency that can be owned and used by multiple
industry sectors, due to the discrete and targeted nature of the required industry skills and knowledge

ÐÐ The project does propose the development of an additional Skill Set for Electrotechnology
ÐÐ The project does not propose the incorporation of existing accredited course materials into the UEE
Electrotechnology Training Package

CONSULTATION PLAN
AIS will:

ÐÐ undertake consultation on the IRCs behalf with all State Training Authorities and other key national
stakeholders

ÐÐ seek public feedback and input into development of material through the project’s duration
ÐÐ communicate to enterprises, State/Territory Training authorities, State/Territory Industry Training

Advisory Bodies, Peak Bodies, Registered Training Authorities (RTOs) and other interested parties, of
the establishment of the project

ÐÐ conduct initial consultation with stakeholders to identify and invite key representatives to establish the
Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and posting information about the project on the AIS website and
newsletter

ÐÐ conduct face to face consultation and engagement sessions as required
ÐÐ conduct the first TAC meeting to explain the process and gather comments/feedback
ÐÐ communicate the process of drafting, identified Training Package (Qualifications/ Units of Competency/

Skill Sets), verify and validate this material with stakeholders through email, the AIS website and the AIS
newsletter for wider stakeholder involvement, throughout the review process

ÐÐ continue communication on the project via the AIS website and newsletter.
SCOPE OF PROJECT
The project is planned to be undertaken between July 2019 and March 2020, with a Case for Endorsement
planned for submission in July 2020.

TRAINING PACKAGE

ÐÐ UEE Electrotechnology Training Package
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QUALIFICATIONS

ÐÐ Certificate III in Air-conditioning and Refrigeration
UNITS OF COMPETENCY

ÐÐ UEERA999X Undertake air handling procedures for fire and smoke control systems
SKILL SET

ÐÐ UEESS9999X Refrigeration-Air Conditioning – Service and Repair Air Handling for Fire and Smoke
Control Systems

2020-21 PROJECT DETAILS
ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTERS – REVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT
DESCRIPTION
The project will review four qualifications and associated Units of Competency, including the potential
development of up to three new Units of Competency, to ensure that these qualifications provide current
competency skills for Electronics and Computer technicians and engineers within the industry. This
project will ensure that emerging technologies are included where required by specific job roles. The
project will also ensure that the qualifications provide a pathway for workers in the Electrotechnology
industry, and address licensing and regulatory changes.

RATIONALE
The IRC has agreed with the industry stakeholder feedback received through industry consultation and
engagement during 2018, that these qualifications need to be reviewed as a matter of priority to bring it
in line with current technology and practices in the industry. These proposed changes will have a direct
impact on the success of technology utilisation in many other industries. It will address the specific issues
around the crossover between electrical and IT interfacing related to automated processes. This will
ensure that the workforce responsible for programming and installing automation are able to perform
installation functions compliantly. The increased demands for renewables mean that operators require
the correct skills and knowledge to support the industries need to grow the use of renewable energy
and to reduce emissions in the process. Specific changes in legislation and industry practice need to be
addressed to ensure that the installations are safe and compliant with Australian legislation.
These qualifications are currently funded in;

ÐÐ ACT
ÐÐ NSW
ÐÐ VIC
ÐÐ SA
ÐÐ QLD
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MINISTERS’ PRIORITIES ADDRESSED

ÐÐ The project does not propose removal of obsolete and superfluous qualifications from the National
Register

ÐÐ The project will ensure that more information is made available about electricians training delivery to
training providers

ÐÐ The project may support individuals moving from acquired skills and knowledge from one state or
territory to another

ÐÐ The project does propose creation of Units of Competency that may be owned and used by multiple
industry sectors, due to the broadly applicable nature of the required skills and knowledge

ÐÐ The project does not propose the development of additional Skill Sets for Electrotechnology
ÐÐ The project does not propose the incorporation of existing accredited course materials into the UEE
Electrotechnology Training Package

CONSULTATION PLAN
AIS will:

ÐÐ undertake consultation on the IRCs behalf with all State Training Authorities and other key national
stakeholders

ÐÐ seek public feedback and input into development of material through the project’s duration
ÐÐ communicate to enterprises, State/Territory Training authorities, State/Territory Industry Training

Advisory Bodies, Peak Bodies, Registered Training Authorities (RTOs) and other interested parties, of
the establishment of the project

ÐÐ conduct initial consultation with stakeholders to identify and invite key representatives to establish the
Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and posting information about the project on the AIS website and
newsletter

ÐÐ conduct face to face consultation and engagement sessions as required
ÐÐ conduct the first TAC meeting to explain the process and gather comments/feedback
ÐÐ communicate the process of drafting, identified Training Package materials (Qualifications/ Units

of Competency/Skill Sets), verify and validate this material with stakeholders through email, the AIS
website and the AIS newsletter for wider stakeholder involvement, throughout the review process

ÐÐ continued communication on the project via the AIS website and newsletter.
SCOPE OF PROJECT
This project is proposed to review and develop four qualifications and 37 associated Units of Competency,
incorporating new methodologies, emerging technologies and other industry requirements and practices
currently being used in industry, into the Electrotechnology Training Package. This project may also
include development of new Units of Competency to meet any identified skills gaps. It may include review
and development of existing or Skill Sets that contain the revised Units of Competency and updating
any imported Units of Competency. However, the detailed extent of impact will be determined through
further industry consultation and engagement during 2019.
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The Training Package is planned to be reviewed from July 2020, with a Case for Endorsement planned for
submission in December 2021.

TRAINING PACKAGE

ÐÐ UEE - Electrotechnology Training Package
QUALIFICATIONS
Four Qualifications require review and development:

ÐÐ UEE21911 Certificate II in Electronics
ÐÐ UEE30911 Certificate III in Electronics and Communication
ÐÐ UEE40711 Certificate IV in Electronics and Communications
ÐÐ UEE50511 Diploma of Electronics and Communications Engineering
UNITS OF COMPETENCY
Units of Competency to be developed or revised:

ÐÐ 30 Units of Competency requiring review
ÐÐ Up to seven new Units of Competency to be developed
SKILL SETS

ÐÐ Existing or new Skill Sets may be reviewed and developed
COMPUTER SYSTEMS ENGINEERING – REVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT
DESCRIPTION
The project will review and develop one qualification and associated Units of Competency. This will
ensure competency skills for Electronics and Computer technicians and engineers in the industry are
current. This project will ensure that emerging technologies are included, including those currently in use
by industry. It will also ensure that the qualification provides a future skills pathway for workers in the
Electrotechnology industry.

RATIONALE
The IRC has agreed with the industry stakeholder feedback that this qualification needs to be reviewed as
a matter of priority to bring it in line with current technology and practices in the industry. This includes
the development of up to three new Units of Competency to address the identified skills and knowledge
gaps. These changes will have a direct impact on the success of technology utilisation in many other
industries. It will address the specific issues around the crossover between electrical and IT interfacing
related to automated processes.
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These qualifications are currently funded in;

ÐÐ ACT
ÐÐ NSW
ÐÐ VIC
ÐÐ SA
ÐÐ QLD
MINISTERS’ PRIORITIES ADDRESSED

ÐÐ The project does not propose removal of obsolete and superfluous qualifications from the National
Register

ÐÐ The project will ensure that more information is made available about electricians training delivery to
training providers through the Training Package Companion Volumes

ÐÐ The project may support individuals moving from acquired skills and knowledge from one state or
territory to another

ÐÐ The project does propose creation of Units of Competency that may be owned and used by multiple
industry sectors, due to the broadly applicable nature of the required skills and knowledge

ÐÐ The project does not propose the development of additional Skill Sets for Electrotechnology
ÐÐ The project does not propose the incorporation of existing accredited course materials into the UEE
Electrotechnology Training Package

CONSULTATION PLAN
AIS will:

ÐÐ undertake consultation on the IRCs behalf with all State Training Authorities and other key national
stakeholders

ÐÐ seek public feedback and input into development of material through the project’s duration
ÐÐ communicate to enterprises, State/Territory Training authorities, State/Territory Industry Training

Advisory Bodies, Peak Bodies, Registered Training Authorities (RTOs) and other interested parties, of
the establishment of the project

ÐÐ conduct initial consultation with stakeholders to identify and invite key representatives to establish the
Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and posting information about the project on the AIS website and
newsletter

ÐÐ conduct face to face consultation and engagement sessions as required
ÐÐ conduct the first TAC meeting to explain the process and gather comments/feedback
ÐÐ communicate the process of drafting, identified Training Package materials (Qualifications/ Units

of Competency/Skill Sets), verify and validate this material with stakeholders through email, the AIS
website and the AIS newsletter for wider stakeholder involvement, throughout the review process

ÐÐ continue communication on the project via the AIS website and newsletter.
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SCOPE OF PROJECT
This project is proposed to review and develop one qualification and five associated Units of Competency,
incorporating new methodologies, emerging technologies and other industry requirements and practices
currently being used in industry, into the Electrotechnology Training Package. This project includes
development of new Units of Competency to meet any identified skills gaps. It may include review and
development of existing or Skill Sets that contain the revised Units of Competency and updating any
imported Units of Competency. However, the detailed extent of impact will be determined through
further industry consultation and engagement during 2019.
The Training Package is planned to be reviewed from July 2020, with a Case for Endorsement planned for
submission in December 2021.

TRAINING PACKAGE

ÐÐ UEE - Electrotechnology Training Package
QUALIFICATIONS
Qualification requiring review:

ÐÐ UEE60411 Advanced Diploma of Computer Systems Engineering
UNITS OF COMPETENCY
Units of Competency to be developed or revised:

ÐÐ 5 new Units of Competency may be developed
SKILL SETS

ÐÐ Existing or new Skill Sets may be reviewed and developed
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AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRY
STANDARDS
Australian Industry Standards (AIS) provides high-quality, professional secretariat services to the
Electrotechnology IRC in our role as a Skills Service Organisation. AIS provide services to eleven
allocated IRCs which cover Aviation, Corrections, Gas, Electricity Supply (Generation and Transmission,
Distribution and Rail), Electrotechnology, Maritime, Public Safety (including Police, Fire and Emergency
Services, Defence), Rail, Transport and Logistics, and Water industries. AIS supports these important
industry sectors using our in-house capability and capacity in technical writing, quality assurance, project
management and industry engagement in the production of Training Packages.
AIS was established in early 2016, 20 years after its predecessor the Transport and Logistics Industry
Skills Council (TLISC) was established in 1996. More information about AIS can be found at http://www.
australianindustrystandards.org.au.

ÐÐ We support industry growth and productivity through our modern innovative approach to establishing
skills standards.

ÐÐ We provide high-quality, professional secretariat services to help our allocated industry reference
committees develop the skills that industry needs.

ÐÐ We partner with industry to shape the workforce of the future.
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CONTACT US

instagram.com/ausindstds

twitter.com/AusIndStds

www.linkedin.com/company/australian-industry-standards/

www.australianindustrystandards.org.au
enquiries@australianindustrystandards.org.au
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